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Appendix B - Sizing and
Calculation Methods

Revit MEP automatically calculates sizing information and selects ductwork, piping and wire sizes for the systems created
in a project. The following topics provide tables and methods used for calculating size requirements and selecting wire,
ducts, and pipe for systems.

Wire Sizing
Revit MEP calculates the wire sizes for power circuits, based on the size specified for circuit protection, voltage
drop calculation, and correction factor. Wire sizes are automatically sized to maintain a voltage drop of less
than 3 percent for branch circuits, and 2 percent for feeder circuits at the outlet furthest from the source.
That is, the load determines the circuit over-current protection (circuit rating) required, which when specified,
then determines the wire sizes required for hot conductors, neutral conductors and ground conductors.

Wire Sizing Examples
In this example the following wire type settings are specified for two circuits created in the project, carried
in steel conduit.

Conduit
Type

Neutral SizeNeutral Re-
quired

Neutral Mul-
tiplier

Max SizeInsulationTemperat-
ure Rating

Material

SteelHot Conduct-
or

Yes1.5500 MCMTHHN90 CCopper

SteelHot Conduct-
or

Yes1.0500 MCMTHWN75 CCopper

Feeder Circuit 1

Length of
the Wiring
Run

Ambient
Temperat-
ure

Wire TypeRatingPolesLoadVoltagePower
Factor

Circuit

100 ft.80 FTHHN50A212 kVA240 V1.0Feeder

1



1 Basic sizing for the hot conductor size is determined by the circuit rating (50A) and wire type (THHN,
Copper, 90C). The basic wire size table on page 8, without considering the ambient temperature, calls
for 2-#8 hot conductors for circuit 1.

2 The neutral conductor is sized as 1.5 times the cross sectional area of the hot conductors. A 300MCM
conductor has a cross sectional area of 0.0129686799 sq. in. Applying the 1.5 multiplier (1.5 *
0.0129686799 = 0.01945301985 sq. in.), The basic wire size table calls for a #6 wire (area of 0.0206119720
sq. in.), which provides the minimum area that will satisfy the neutral conductor requirement. The
Neutral conductor is sized as 1-#6.

3 The ground conductor size table for a 50A copper conductor, calls for a #10 ground conductor (#10 is
adequate for up to 60A).

Preliminary sizing for the wiring package for circuit 1 is 2-#8, 1-#6, and 1-#10. However, the sizing must
consider the correction factor (based on the ambient temperature) and support less than a 2 percent
voltage drop at the furthest fixture from the source.

4 Assuming the #8 hot conductors at an ambient temperature of 80 degrees Fahrenheit (correction factor
on page 9 =1), the voltage drop calculation is (VD = (L * R * I)/1000:

■ Length (L) = 100 ft.

■ Impedance (R) = 1.148 from Wire Impedance Factors on page 3 table for #8 in steel conduit at 80
degrees.

■ Load (I) = 50A

VD = (100 ft. *1.148 * 50A) = 5.74 V

5.74/240 = 0.0239166 = 2.39166% which exceeds the 2 percent allowable voltage drop.

5 Assume #6 hot conductors (wiring package is adjusted to 2-#6, 1-#6, and 1-#10) and calculate the voltage
drop again.

VD = (100 ft. * 0.745 * 50A)/1000 = 3.725V

3.725/240 = 0.0155208 = 1.55208% within the 2 percent allowable voltage drop.

6 The neutral conductor is sized, 1.5 * 0.020611972 = 0.030917958 sq. in. The basic wire size table calls
for a #3 wire (area of 0.0413310408 sq. in.), which provides the minimum area that will satisfy the
adjusted neutral conductor requirement. The Neutral conductor is resized as 1-#4.

7 The ground conductor must be changed in proportion to the change in the hot conductors:

■ Cross sectional area of #8 = 0.029686799 sq. in.

■ Cross sectional area of #6 = 0.0206119720 sq. in.

■ Ratio = 1.5893

■ 1.5893 * 0.0081552613 sq. in. = 0.01296115 sq. in. The ground conductor must be resized to #8.

The wiring package is adjusted to 2-#6, 1-#4, 1#8.

Feeder Circuit 2

Length of the
Wiring Run

Ambient
Temperature

Wire TypeRatingPolesLoadVoltagePower
Factor

Circuit

150 ft.80 FTHHN125A324 kVA240 V0.85Branch

1 Basic sizing for the hot conductors is determined by the circuit rating (125A) and wire type (THHN,
Copper, 90 C). The basic wire size table calls for #2 hot conductors.
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2 The neutral conductor is sized as 1.5 times the cross sectional area of the hot conductors (1.5 *
0.0521172118 sq. in. = 0.0781758177 sq. in.).

The neutral conductor is sized as 1- 1/0 (0.0829065680 sq. in.).

3 The ground conductor size table for a 125A copper conductor, calls for a #6 ground conductor.

Before considering voltage drop and ambient temperature, the wiring package consists of 3-#2, 1-1/0,
and 1-#6.

4 The voltage drop calculation is (VD = (L * R * I)/1000:

■ VD = (150 ft. * 0.388 * 100A)/1000 = 5.82V

■ 5.82/240 = 0.02425 = 2.425% greater than the 2% allowable voltage drop.

Working in reverse from the 2 percent allowable voltage drop and solving for impedance:

5 240V * 0.02 = 4.8V = maximum allowable voltage drop

6 4.8V = (150ft. * R * 100A)/1000

7 R = (150ft. * 100A)/1000 * 4.8 = 0.32 which is approximately the impedance factor for #1 wire in steel
conduit, in a 3-phase circuit.

The hot conductors are resized as 3-#1.

8 The neutral conductor is resized to #4 wire. (1.5 * 0.0206119720 sq. in. = 0.030917958 sq. in.)

9 The #6 ground conductor (0.0206119720 sq. in.) must be changed in proportion to the change in the
hot conductors:

■ Cross sectional area of original #2 hot conductor = 0.0521172118 sq. in.

■ Cross sectional area of new #1 hot conductor = 0.0657664432 sq. in.

■ Ratio = 1.26

■ 1.26 * 0.0206119720 sq. in. = 0.02597108472 sq. in. = #4 wire
The ground conductor is resized to #4 wire.

The wiring package is adjusted to 3-#1, 1-#4, 1#4.

Wire Impedance Factors
Revit MEP uses the following tables to calculate voltage drop based on conductor impedance factors (in
Ohms) per thousand feet for the specified wire type.

Three PhaseSingle PhaseWire
Size

Conduit

6070809010060708090100Ambient Temperature (F) ->

3.8364.4445.0475.6436.23.3223.8483.3714.8875.36914Steel

2.5082.8973.2813.65942.1722.5082.8413.1693.46412

1.541.7691.9952.2142.41.3341.5321.7281.9182.07810

1.041.1841.3261.461.560.91.0261.1481.2641.358

0.690.7770.860.9370.980.5970.6730.7450.8120.8486

0.4680.5190.5680.610.620.4050.450.4910.5280.5364
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Three PhaseSingle PhaseWire
Size

Conduit

6070809010060708090100Ambient Temperature (F) ->

0.3940.4340.470.5010.50.3410.3760.4070.4340.4333

0.3310.3610.3880.4090.40.2860.3120.3360.3540.3462

0.2830.3050.3240.3370.320.2450.2640.280.2920.2771

0.2320.2460.2580.2630.240.20.2130.2230.2280.2071/0

0.2060.2170.2240.2270.20.1780.1880.1940.1960.1732/0

0.1780.1840.1880.1870.1580.1540.160.1630.1620.1363/0

0.1570.1610.1620.1570.1260.1360.1390.140.1360.1094/0

0.1480.1490.1480.1420.1080.1280.1290.1280.1320.093250

0.1350.1350.1330.1250.090.1170.1170.1150.1080.077300

01260.1260.1220.1130.0780.1090.1090.1060.0980.067350

0.120.1180.1140.1050.070.1040.1030.0990.0910.06400

0.1110.1090.1040.0940.0580.0960.0940.090.0810.05500

0.1060.1030.0970.0860.050.0920.0890.0840.0750.043600

0.1020.0970.0910.0790.0420.0880.0840.0780.0680.036750

0.0950.090.0840.0720.0360.0820.0780.0720.0620.0311000

3.8124.4225.0295.636.23.3013.834.3555.8765.36914Non-Magnetic

2.4862.8773.2643.64742.1532.4912.8273.1583.46412

1.521.7511.982.2032.41.3161.5161.7141.9082.07810

1.0191.1661.311.4491.560.8821.011.1341.2551.358

0.6690.7580.8450.9260.980.5790.6570.7310.8020.8486

0.4480.5020.5530.5990.620.3880.4350.4790.5190.5364

3750.4170.4560.490.50.3240.3610.3950.4250.4333

0.30.330.3580.3810.380.2590.2860.310.330.3292

0.2530.2750.2950.310.30.2190.2380.2550.2680.2591

0.2140.230.2440.2540.240.1850.1990.2120.220.2071/0

0.1880.2010.2110.2170.20.1630.1740.1830.1880.1732/0
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Three PhaseSingle PhaseWire
Size

Conduit

6070809010060708090100Ambient Temperature (F) ->

0.1590.1670.1730.1750.1540.1380.1450.150.1510.1333/0

0.140.1450.1480.1470.1240.1210.1250.1280.1270.1074/0

0.1280.1310.1320.1290.1040.110.1130.1140.1120.09250

0.1280.1310.1190.1140.0880.1020.1040.1030.0990.076300

0.1090.110.1080.1030.0760.0940.0950.0940.0890.065350

0.1030.1030.10.0940.0660.0890.0890.0870.0810.057400

0.0940.0930.090.0820.0540.0820.080.0770.0710.046500

0.090.0870.0830.0750.0460.0770.0760.0720.0650.039600

0.0830.080.0760.0670.0380.0720.070.0650.0580.032750

0.0770.0730.0680.0590.030.0660.0630.0590.0510.0251000

Three PhaseSingle PhaseWire
Size

Conduit

6070809010060708090100Ambient Temperature ->

3.9484.5775/2015.8196.43.4193.9634.5045.0395.54212Steel

2.552.8893.2753.6540.42.1652.5022.8363.1653.46410

1.6631.9122.1582.3962.61.4411.6561.8682.0752.2518

1.0741.2251.3721.5131.620.931.0611.1881.311.4026

0.7080.7990.8880.971.020.6130.6920.7690.840.8834

0.5740.6440.710.7710.80.4970.5570.6250.6680.6923

0.4750.5290.580.6250.640.4110.4580.5020.5410.5542

0.3910.4310.4680.4990.50.3380.3730.4050.4320.4331

0.3280.3580.3860.4070.40.2840.310.3340.3530.3461/0

0.2780.3010.320.3350.320.2410.260.2770.290.2772/0

0.2390.2560.270.2790.260.2070.2210.2340.2410.2253/0

0.2010.2120.2210.2240.20.1740.1840.1910.1940.1734/0

0.1860.1940.20.20.1720.1610.1680.1730.1730.148250

0.1680.1730.1760.1740.1440.1450.150.1520.150.124300
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Three PhaseSingle PhaseWire
Size

Conduit

6070809010060708090100Ambient Temperature ->

0.1550.1590.160.1560.1260.1340.1380.1390.1350.109350

0.1440.1460.1460.1410.110.1250.1271.1270.1220.095400

0.130.1310.1290.1220.090.1130.1130.1120.1060.077500

0.1220.1210.1180.110.0760.1060.1050.1020.0950.065600

0.1140.1110.1070.0970.0620.0980.0960.0920.0840.053750

0.1030.10.0950.0850.0050.0860.0870.0820.0720.0431000

3.9484.5575.1845.8076.43.43.9464.495.0295.54212Non-Magnetic

2.482.8713.263.64342.1472.4862.8233.1553.46410

1.6431.8942.1422.3852.61.4231.641.8552.0652.2518

1.0531.2061.3571.5021.620.9121.0451.1751.3011.4026

0.6880.7820.8730.9591.020.5960.6770.7560.8310.8834

0.5550.62740.6960.760.80.480.5430.6030.6590.6923

0.4560.5120.5660.6150.640.3940.4430.490.5320.5542

0.3730.4150.4550.490.50.2320.360.3940.4240.4331

0.310.3420.3720.3980.40.2680.2960.3220.3440.3461/0

0.260.2850.3070.3250.320.2250.2470.2660.2810.2772/0

0.2230.2410.2580.270.260.1930.2090.2230.2340.2253/0

0.1850.1980.2090.2150.20.160.1710.1810.1860.1734/0

0.1670.1770.1850.1880.170.1450.1530.160.1630.47250

0.150.1570.1620.1630.1420.130.1360.140.1410.122300

0.1370.1420.1450.1440.1220.1180.1230.1250.1250.105350

0.1280.1320.1340.1320.1080.1110.1140.1160.1140.093400

0.1140.1150.1150.1110.0860.0980.10.10.0960.074500

0.1050.1060.1040.0980.0720.0910.0910.090.0850.062600

0.0950.0940.0920.0850.0580.0820.0820.0790.0730.05750

0.0860.0850.0810.0730.0460.0750.0730.070.0630.0391000
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Three PhaseSingle PhaseWire
Size

Conduit

6070809010060708090100Ambient Temperature ->

Wire Types
The wire types table lists wire types that are provided with Revit Architecture.

AluminumCopper

90 C75 C60 C90 C75 C60 C

TARHTWTAFEPWTW

TBSRHWUFTBSRHUF

SATHHWSARHW

SISTHWSISTHHW

THHNTHWNFEPTHW

THHWXHHWFEPBTHWN

THW-2USEMIUSE

THWN-2RHHZW

RHHRHW-2

RHW-2THHN

USE-2THHW

XHHTHW-2

XHHW-2THWN-2

ZW-2USE-2

XHH

XHHW

XHHW-2

ZW-2
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Wire Sizes
Revit MEP specifies hot wire sizes according to the following table of basic wire sizes.

AluminumCopper

SizeTemperature RatingTemperature RatingSize

90 C75 C60 C90 C75 C60 C

TA, TBS, SA, SIS,
FEP, FEPB, MI,
RHH, RHW-2, TH-
HN, THHW, THW-
2, THWN-2, USE-
2, XHH, XHHW,
XHHW-2, ZW

FEPW, RH,
RHW, THHW,
THW, THWN,
USE, ZW

TW, UFTA, TBS, SA, SIS,
FEP, FEPB, MI,
RHH, RHW-2, TH-
HN, THHW, THW-
2, THWN-2, USE-
2, XHH, XHHW,
XHHW-2, ZW

FEPW, RH,
RHW, THHW,
THW, THWN,
USE, ZW

TW, UF

18------14----18

16------18----16

14------15151514

1215151520202012

1030252530303010

84540305550408

66050407565556

47565559585704

3857565110110853

21009075130115952

1115100851501301101

01351201001701501250

0015013511519517514500

000175155130225200165000

00002051801502602301950000

250230205170290255215250

300255230190320285240300

350280250210350310260350

400305270225380335280400

500350310260430380320500

600385340285475420355600
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AluminumCopper

SizeTemperature RatingTemperature RatingSize

90 C75 C60 C90 C75 C60 C

TA, TBS, SA, SIS,
FEP, FEPB, MI,
RHH, RHW-2, TH-
HN, THHW, THW-
2, THWN-2, USE-
2, XHH, XHHW,
XHHW-2, ZW

FEPW, RH,
RHW, THHW,
THW, THWN,
USE, ZW

TW, UFTA, TBS, SA, SIS,
FEP, FEPB, MI,
RHH, RHW-2, TH-
HN, THHW, THW-
2, THWN-2, USE-
2, XHH, XHHW,
XHHW-2, ZW

FEPW, RH,
RHW, THHW,
THW, THWN,
USE, ZW

TW, UF

700420375310520460385700

750435385320535475400750

800450395330555490410800

900480425355585520435900

10005004453756155454551000

12505454854056655904951250

15005855204357056255201500

17506155454557356505451750

20006305604707506655602000

Wire Sizing Correction Factors
The circuit rating is adjusted according to the correction factor (circuit rating * correction factor), then using
the selected wire type, the correct size is found in the basic wire size table.

90 C75 C60 CAmbient Temperature FAmbient Temperature C

1.041.051.0870-7721-25

11178-8626-30

0.960.940.9187-9531-35

0.910.880.8296-10436-40

0.870.820.71105-11341-45

0.820.750.58114-12246-50

0.760.670.41123-13251-55

0.710.58--132-14056-60

0.580.33--141-15861-70

0.41----159-17671-80
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Ground Wire Sizing
Ground conductors are sized according to the circuit rating.

AluminumCopperSizeAluminumCopperSize

12002000250--1514

12002000300152012

16002500350206010

20003000400601008

200040005001002006

300050006002003004

300050007002004003

300050007503005002

400060008004006001

400060009005008001/0

40006000100060010002/0

50006000125080012003/0

100016004/0

Neutral Wire Sizing
When a Neutral Multiplier specified, Revit MEP calculates the neutral conductor size based on the cross
sections listed in the following table:

Area (sq. in.)Diameter (in.)Size
(AWG/kcmil)

Area (sq. in.)Diameter (in.)Size
(AWG/kcmil)

0.23561944900.54772263000.00322503570.06408014

0.27488935720.59160793500.00152884680.08081012

0.31415926530.63245554000.00815526130.10190010

0.39296608160.70710685000.01296867990.1285008

0.47123889800.77459676000.02061197200.1620006

0.54977871440.83666007000.03278130570.2043004

0.58904862250.86602547500.04133104080.2294003

0.62831853070.89442718000.05211721180.2576002

0.70685834710.94868339000.06576644320.2893001
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Area (sq. in.)Diameter (in.)Size
(AWG/kcmil)

Area (sq. in.)Diameter (in.)Size
(AWG/kcmil)

0.785398163110000.08290656800.3249000

0.9817477041.11803412500.10451994530.36480000

1.1780972451.22474515000.13176783500.409600000

1.3744467861.32287617500.16619011100.4600000000

1.5707963271.41421420000.196349540850.5250

Wire Length Calculation
The overall length of wiring in a circuit is calculated as the Length parameter in the Circuit Properties dialog.
The Length is computed as the sum of the distances along the X, Y, and Z axes.

In the following simple example, the length is calculated as 12' 4 3/16".

The distance between the receptacle and the panel along the X axis is 10'. However, the panel and the
receptacle are at different elevations. The panel is at 4' 0" and the receptacle is at 1' 6", a difference of 2' 6"
along the Z axis.
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The sum of distances along the X, Y, and Z axes is 12' 6", very close to the 12' 5 9/16" shown for length in
the circuit properties. The small difference can be accounted for as the distance to the connector within the
components and the measurements that were done to the center of each component.

In the previous example, the calculation is straightforward because the geometry of the circuit is aligned
parallel to the X, Y, and Z axes. In the following example, the distance between the panel and receptacle is
still 10', however, the length is still calculated as the sum of the distances along the X, Y, and Z axes.

The length is along the X, Y, Z axes is 7' 0" + 7' 1 7/8" + 2' 6" = 16' 7 7/8" and the computed length shown
in the circuit properties is 16' 6 13/256".

Lighting Calculations
Lighting calculations in Revit MEP are based on the Lumen Method (not a point-by-point method). The
Lumen Method is also known as the Zonal Cavity method.

Average Estimated Illumination is defined as:

■ i = each individual luminaire.

■ n = the total number of luminaires in the space.

A luminaire refers to a complete lighting unit. A(i) is calculated for each luminaire as follows:

■ Lumens per Luminaire * Light Loss Factor * Ballast Factor * Coefficient of Utilization

Lumens per Luminaire are as specified in the Luminous Flux parameter for each fixture type.
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Luminous Flux parameter

Luminous Flux parameter

Light Loss Factor is as specified in the Light Loss Factor parameter for each fixture type.

Lighting Fixture Type Parameters - Light Loss Factor
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Settings used to calculate Light Loss Factor

Ballast Factor is as specified in the Ballast Loss Factor parameter for each fixture type.

Area is based on the Area of the space in which the Luminaire is placed.

Space Parameters - Area

Space Parameters - Area

NOTE The height of the space should be specified to include the lighting fixture family and should not stop at
the ceiling when using recessed fixtures. In general, for systems, the space height should be from the "story level"
that the space is defined on to the "story level" above.

Coefficient of Utilization (CU) is the most complicated parameter involved in the calculation.
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The Calculate Coefficient of Utilization parameter determines whether you specify the CU or it is calculated
by Revit MEP. If Calculate Coefficient of utilization is set to Off, the Coefficient of Utilization parameter
becomes editable so that you can specify a CU for this particular fixture.

Lighting Parameters - Calculate Coefficient of Utilization

If Calculate Coefficient of Utilization is enabled, the CU is calculated using the following method:

The lighting fixture determines what space it is in (if the lighting fixture is not in a space the CU calculation
fails). Room Perimeter and Room Area are both properties of the room.

Each space calculates its Room Cavity Ratio according to the following equation:

■ RCR = 2.5 * Hrc * Room Perimeter / Room Area

Space Parameters - Area and Perimeter

Space Parameters - Area and Perimeter

NOTE See for information about how area and perimeter are calculated for spaces.

Room Cavity Height (HRC) is calculated by determining the distance between the Lighting Calculation
Workplane and the Luminaire.

The Lighting Calculation Workplane is a parameter of each space that you can specify. The default value of
this parameter is 2'6" 76 cm (which represents typical desk height).

Space Parameters - Lighting Calculation Workplane
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Space Parameters - Lighting Calculation Workplane

The HRC is calculated individually for each individual fixture in the space, because each fixture may have
a different mounting height. The RCR reported by the space, however, will be the average value for all
fixtures in the space.

You can specify an IES file for each fixture.

IES Data File

IES Data File

The CU value is calculated for each fixture using the RCR, the IES Data file, and the values specified for the
Ceiling, Wall, and Floor Reflectance (Space Parameters),
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Space Parameters - Space Surface Reflectances

Space Parameters - Space Surface Reflectances
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